
Introduction

As the process of national development prevail, labor absorption contribution was

also experienced major change, from informal sector to formal one, and from agricul-

tural sector to industrial and service ones. In１９９０，the percentage of labor in agricul-

tural sector was about５５ percent but that it decreased to４４ percent in２００４．On the

other hand, those who worked in industrial sector increased from１０．１４ percent to

１７．９７ percent in the same period. Although if it is considered from the aspect of total

absolute value, the labor composition was still dominated by the employment in agri-

cultural sector（Table１）．It seems that the modernization and industrialization process

in Indonesia has been started, so several employment opportunities have been shifted to
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Table １ Working Citizens with Age above １０ Years, Based on Economic Sector

Economic Sector Year
１９９０ １９９２ １９９４ １９９９ ＊２００５＊

Agricultural
（percent）

４２．３７８．３０９
（５５．８７）

４２．１５３．２０５
（５３．６９）

３７．８５７．４９９
（４６．１５）

３８．３７８．１３３
（４３．２１）

４１．８１４．１９７
（４４．０４）

Industry
（percent）

７．６９３．２６３
（１０．１４）

８．２５５．４９６
（１０．５１）

１０．８４０１９５
（１３．２１）

１５．８４５．１６２
（１７．８４）

１７．０６５．１３６
（１７．９７）

Trade
（percent）

１１．０６７．３５７
（１４．５９）

１１．７４６５１３
（１４．９６）

１３．９６７．２３４
（１７．０３）

１７．５２９．０９９
（１９．７４）

１８．８９６．９０２
（１９．９０）

Service
（percent）

９．０７０．３２４
（１１．９６）

９．９１１．５７８．
（１２．６２）

１４．７５５．６３０
（１７．９９）

１７．６４０．４６５
（１９．２１）

１７．１７１．８８３
（１８．０９）

Another
（percent）

５．６４１．３２７
（７．４４）

６．４S１．２８０
（８．２２）

４．６１７．５５１
（５．６２） － －

Not Responding
（percent） － － － － －

Total
（percent）

７５．８５０．５８０
（１００．００）

７８．５１８．３７２
（１００．００）

８２．０３８．１０９
（１００．００）

８５．８１６．９４０
（１００．００）

９４．９４８．１１８
（１００．００）

Source : Departemen Tenaga Kerja１９９４
BPS．１９９５＆２００４
＊１５ years and above
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industrial and service sectors.

The shift of structural and labor quality was also happened from agricultural sector

to industrial and service ones. Industrial and service sectors give much better employ-

ment opportunities from year to year compared to the agricultural sector. Besides, the

industrial sector also provides opportunity of welfare promotion. Limited supplies of

agricultural land and conventional system of working are among causes of these condi-

tions ; thus wages received from agricultural were less adequate to fulfill their life

needs. Those are the reasons why many inhabitants have shifted their profession to

other business, which are considered more profitable.

Besides triggered by the increase of farmer’s life needs, the number of inhabitants

who worked in industrial and service sectors was also increased because of the exten-

sive in knowledge of inhabitants in agricultural sector. This condition altered inhabi-

tants’ perception to their profession as farmers. Many professions in industrial and

service sectors are considered to be more exciting because of its modernity, clean and

prospective image, and have various job types. The interesting thing was found from

Sumarwan’s research（１９９４）on the aspects of attitude, view and farmers expectation in

their functions, both as a farmer and as a parent. From a bundle of research respon-

dents, only about２０ percent who desired their children to continue their job as a

farmer. The rest wanted their children to be an employee or entrepreneur. The behavior

of farmer’s children in choosing their profession was not different at all with their par-

ents’ expectation. Most of them wanted jobs outside farming, either as civil servant,

employee, entrepreneur, coolie, or working in transportation services as driver.

In the process, it seems that industrial and service sectors do give wider employment

opportunity, especially before the economic crisis. The data of employment opportunity

elasticity showed that compared with another sector, then employment opportunity elas-

ticity in industrial sectors in fact experienced a significant increase. While the employ-

ment opportunity in agricultural sector, electricity, gas and water, construction, trade, fi-

nancial institution and banking in the other hand experienced a decrease（Table２）．The

increase of employment opportunity elasticity in industrial sector happened while there

was an increase in industrial sector share. This condition was also triggered by the fall

of oil prices in the middle of１９８０，so a lot of economic policy was directed to in-

crease the export through non oil and gas sector. In the decade of１９８０’s especially
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after the year of１９８４ there was a fast growth rate in almost every industrial group.

This condition encouraged the shift in structural pattern, from agricultural sector to in-

dustrial sector（Hill，１９９６）．

On the period of１９８８－１９９３，industrial sector started to follow other sectors’ trend,

which is suffered the decrease of elasticity value to０，２６．This case probably caused

by the shrinking of demand in manufactured goods, whether directed to domestic con-

sumption or export. The firms then started to limit recruitment of new employees. This

fact was triggered by the increase of consumption goods import in the years of１９９４

－１９９５. The import value on those years almost reached the degree of１００ percent es-

pecially for luxurious consumption goods. This condition was caused by the number of

people classified into a new middle class with average revenue more than Rp１．０００．０

００，－per month increased. Besides to demonstrate their economic ability, the tendency

of this group to consume import goods was to fulfill their needs of high quality goods.

In the other side, the increase in wage level caused the increase of total cost and

production cost would make a competitive obstacle of domestic output in international

market. Werner International（１９９６）did the same research. The result showed the exis-

tence of negative correlation between worker wage and market share of Indonesian ex-

port in the forthcoming year. This means that every increase of worker wage tended to

be followed by the decrease of market share of Indonesian export. In１９８９ worker

Table ２ Work Opportunity Elasticity

Economic Sector １９７５－１９８０ １９８０－１９８５ １９８５－１９８８

１．Agricultural ０．４１ ０．７７ ０．５９

２．Manufacture Industry ０．２２ ０．０３ ０．５３

３．Mining ０．８４ １．２５ ２．００

４．Electricity, Gas, and Water ０．１５ ０．６８ ２．２８

５．Construction ０．２１ ２．１３ ０．５６

６．Trade ０．３４ １．５９ １．１２

７．Transportation ０．４１ ０．０９ ２．６２

８．Financial Institutions, Firm Serv-
ices, & House Rent

０．８２ ０．５０ ０．４２

９．Other Services １．３２ ０．８４ ０．９６

Average ０．３８ ０．９１ ０．７７

Source : Departemen Tenaga Kerja（１９９４）
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wage increased from US＄０，２８ per hour to US＄０，４３ per hour, then in the next

year market share of Indonesian export decreased from１２，９ percent（１９９１）to９，９ per-

cent（Republika, January１５，１９９５）．

Thus, in the beginning the analysis of employment opportunity elasticity had already

shown a warning of economic crisis. However the policy takers were often exiling the

warning. Economic growth in Indonesia from the early to the middle of１９９０’s had

less ability to add current labor force absorption, because the economic growth was

more affected by the role of capital factor than the increase of labor productivity. In

this period of economic crisis, employment opportunity elasticity in industrial sector is

sound to be lower than before, because as it was shown, the industrial sector bears

most of the crisis impact followed by construction sector.

The absolute number and the growth of population determine the total value and the

growth of labor force and employment．The descending of growth and total population

followed with the descending of labor force. The labor growth was became２，９０ per-

cent from１９８０－１９９０ to１９９０－１９９５，and this is expected to decrease to the level of

１，１５ percent in period of２０１５－２０２０．The decrease of labor growth alone does not

mean that the economic growth will follow the same way. Most of this reduction is

caused by a chain of reaction which is started from the decrease growth of inhabitants,

followed by the decrease of total labor growth and the decrease of total labor force

consecutively. If population composition based on age and sex changed, then the num-

ber of people who enter the labor market potentially would change too.

Thus, it can be said that economic growth would likely to be followed by the

change of employment structure. Economic growth will alter the demand of goods and

services, which will also alter the demand of worker. It can not be measured by the

change of employment opportunity, because it just reflects the change of the number

of working people. The fact happened in Indonesia many workers have more than sin-

gle job or profession. Besides, the change in the demand of workers can also be seen

from the change of workers’ wage.

Economists illustrate employed or work opportunity as the demand for labor, which

was a function of economic change（Anwar，１９９２）．Labor growth itself indeed a func-

tion of total labor force growth. Table３shows that during five years period of１９９５－

２０００，labor force increased１２，９ millions. It did not mean that the economy must pro-
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vide work opportunity for１２，９ millions people. The nature of this projection warned

that soon would be an increase in labor force. With an average increase of labor force

as much as２．３ millions per year, then in the period of２００３－２００５ there will be２６

millions labor force.

Like in any other countries, those who worked in industrial sector also dominated

the changes of labor composition, and then they will shift to service sector. Agricul-

tural sector covers for farming, forestry, hunting and fishery ; industrial sector covers

for mining, manufacturing, electricity, gas and water, and construction. While the serv-

ice sector covers for trade, restaurant and hotel, transportation, warehousing, communi-

cation, financial and rent services, and firm services.

In the period of１９７１－１９８０，Indonesia can be classified as the country which had

entered early stage of industrialization. On that period, employment opportunity growth

in service sector（１１，４ percent）far surpassed the growth in industrial and agricultural

sectors（６，０８ percent for industrial sector and１，６２ percent for agricultural sector）．

However, an interesting condition happened in the period of１９８０－１９９０ where the av-

erage of employment opportunity growth in industrial sector decreased from６，０８ per-

cent to５，６６ percent and service sector declined from１１，４ percent to３，９４ percent.

On the contrary the employment opportunity in agricultural sector increased from１，６２

Table ３ The Increase of Total Labor Force and Employment Opportunity In Indonesia，
１９９０－２０２０

Year
Labor Force Employment Opportunity

Unemployment
Rate（Percent）

Total
（Million）

Growth
（Percent）

Total
（Million）

Growth
（Percent）

１９９０ ７３．９ － ７１．６ － ３．１７

１９９５ ８６．１ １２．２ ８２．９ １１．２ ３．０８

２０００ ９８．９ １２．９ ９４．７ １２．０ ４．２８

２００５ １１１．６ １２．６ １０６．０ １１．３ ５．００

２０１０ １２３．６ １２．１ １１６．４ １０．４ ５．８４

２０１５ １３４．９ １１．３ １２５．７ ９．３ ６．８２

２０２０ １４４．８ ９．９ １３３．２ ７．５ ８．００

Counted based on assumption by Ananta, Anwar, and Wongkren（１９９４）Source : Ananta and Anwar and
BPS（１９９３，１９９９）
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percent between period of１９７１－１９８０ to２，１０ percent in the period of１９８０－１９９０．

This circumstance probably caused by the existence of labor surplus especially for

those classified as unskilled labor, where their presence were not yet accepted by in-

dustrial and service sectors, and because both sectors were not able to provide employ-

ment vacancy. But industrial sector especially manufacture industry illustrated the in-

crease of employment opportunity. In the year of１９９４ the employment opportunity in-

creased３，６８ million（see Root，１９９２）．Meanwhile in the period２００３－２００５ this sec-

tor expected to have employment opportunity elasticity above０，７３（this calculation

surely done before economic crisis）．

From output side, industrial sector gave sufficient contribution to GDP（Gross Domes-

tic Product）in the period of１９７０－１９８０．Compared with other sectors in the same pe-

riod, the contribution of industrial sector was getting larger from year to year from３８，

１５ percent in１９７０ to４０，９１ percent in１９９０．With labor growth counted for６，０８ per-

cent per year this sector was able to increase its production around１５ percent per

year. This success is supported by the manufacturing industry.

Further analysis, calculated based on output worker ratio（Table１and Table４）showed

that every single worker in industrial sector was able to produce Rp２，０８ million in

１９７１，compared with workers in agricultural and service sector which produced Rp

０，２７ million and Rp１，２５ million each.

Until１９９０ workers in industrial sector still gave largest output contribution（Rp３，９

５ million per worker）compared with ones came from agricultural sector（Rp０，６ mil-

Table ４．Productivity and Growth, Based on Economic Sector，
１９７１，１９８０，and １９９０

Economic
Sector

１９７１ �
（Billion

Rupiah）

１９８０ �
（Billion

Rupiah）

１９９０ �
（Billion

Rupiah）

Growth
１９７１－１９８０
（Percent）＊

Growth
１９８０－１９９０
（Percent）＊

Agricultural
（percent）

６．６８４，２８
（３２，２２）

１６．３９９，２
（２３，１７）

２２．６０４，５
（１９，５８）

８９，７５
（９，９）

３２，０９
（３，２１）

Industry
（percent）

７．９１４，５１
（３８，１５）

３１．４０９，０
（４４，３９）

４７．２５５，３
（４０，９１）

１３７，８
（１５，３）

４０，８５
（４，０８）

Services
（percent）

６．１４６，９７
（２９，６３）

２２．９５４，８
（３２，４４）

４５．５８７，３
（３９．４９）

１３１，７
（１４，６）

６８，６１
（６，８６）

� Output to GDP Ratio（Constant Price１９８３）
Number in bracket is growth per year.
Source : Kantor Menteri Negara Kependudukan，１９９５
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lion per worker）and service（Rp１，９６ million per worker），even though workers’ out-

put in agricultural and service sector increased. The highest output worker ratio was

reached on１９８０，which was Rp４，６ million per worker. It seemed that the low output

worker ratio of agricultural sector mainly caused by disorder weather changed which in

turn decreased intensity and frequency of supply stocks from agricultural commodities,

therefore the selling price could not be set too high. Meanwhile the increase of output

worker ratio in industrial and service sectors were caused by the acceleration of tech-

nological development and better education of industrial sector workers. Thus worker

productivity became better than before.

Besides being supported by technological advantage, various policies taken by gov-

ernment have created the opportunity for industrial sector to develop rapidly. For ex-

ample, policies for enhancing industrial export to substitute oil and gas export and pol-

icy for privatizing the industrial sector. After the regulation of those policies private

sectors’ role rose７ percent from７３ percent（１９８３）to８０ percent（１９９０）．This case

had gave extreme support to the growth of industrial sector, especially manufacture in-

dustry. The output of this sub sector increased for more than１１ percent per year dur-

ing period of１９８５－１９９２．Previous to the oil boom which happened in early１９８０’s

labor intensive pattern on export oriented industries such as textile, clothes, and sandals,

experienced very fast growth in the decade of１９７０’s.

In１９８５，after the change on Indonesian economic policy direction into industrial and

development policy which was combined with deregulation package and prudential

macro economic management, manufacture industry developed fast. Simultaneously elec-

tronic industry output as import substitution’s product was also increased. These figures

were also happened for some other cases because of some exercises in protection.

Therefore in the period of１９８０－１９９０ Indonesia had already entered middle stage of

industrialization. While in the labor aspects, this period experienced major growth,

which was accounted for５６，６ percent. The increase of labor would develop together

with the increase of total labor. However it did not mean that the efforts to increase

employment were unnecessary things to do. Policy for creating productive employment

still classified as urgent action especially to encourage labor force growth, together

with depressing unemployment.

In addition to labor force growth tendency, it seems that in the future its growth
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would show slowdown pattern. However its absolute value would still show upward

movement. Thus the same way happen to open unemployment figure. Even though the

magnitude did show a little exposure, it did not mean that there was no poverty in In-

donesia. These figures only emphasized disability of labor force in Indonesia to be un-

employed, furthermore because there was no social safety net or unemployment benefit

in Indonesia. Those who were unemployed must compensate their leisure times costly,

so they had to find their supporting fund, which came whether from their family or

their savings. That’s why only a small amount of labor force could afford to be unem-

ployed. Most of them, which was not being accepted in formal sector, would search

for jobs in informal ones.

In the future, with the higher quality of education and revenue, the unemployment

will be expected to increase to the level of５ percent in２００５ from around３，２ per-

cent in１９９０（Table３）．This condition has strong linkage with more prosperous and

qualified citizens, so their participation will also increase. Furthermore they will no

longer exist in low skilled job. They tend to avoid or wait until they get fit and wage

-conformable and suitability job. This condition especially applied to those whom sec-

ondary and tertiary graduates（Table５）．

With the increase of economic development, rough-job kinds such as coolies, servant,

farmers, etc are still very much needed. Despite that young labor force relatively reluc-

tant to take those jobs. As the result, in２００５ Indonesia will start to suffer the lack of

low educated labor force symptom.

In the other side, there was an increase in total labor force resulted from demo-

Table ５ Unemployment Rate Based on Education Level，１９８８ to ２００５

Education Level １９８８ １９９４ １９９９ ２００５

Not Finished Elementary School － ０．９５ ４．６２ －

Finished Elementary School １．４ ２．４１ １９．０９ ６．２４

Finished Junior High School ４．０５ ６．２５ １９．２３ １２．６２

Finished General Senior High School １７．８ １６．９３ ４７．８６ １７．９７

Finished Vocational Senior High School １０．８ １０．９８ － －

Diploma（D１，D２，D３） ７．４ ９．６６ ４．０４ １２．９３

University １１．１ １４．８３ ５．１６ １１．４６

Source : Anwar（１９９５）；BPS（１９９５），EPS（２０００），National Labor Force Survey２００５
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graphic transition and intense health efforts were likely going to happen. The success

of health development and family planning（KB）caused the decline in the number of

children and under five year babies（balita）and the increase of adult and parent citizen.

The success of family planning（KB）caused TFR（total fertility rate）to decline to only

２．６ in２００３（Indonesia Demographic Health Survey２００２－０３）decreased from２．８５ in

１９９７．While life expectation had increased to６４．４ year（１９９８）from６２．７ year（１９８４）．

The structure and citizen composition changing were seen mostly in “balita” and old

age（lansia），the number of “balita” is expected to decline from２１．６ millions（１９９０）

to only７．１ millions（２０２０）．Oppositely the number of “lansia” was expected to rise

from７１ millions（１９９０）to１８．５ millions（２０２０）．

Minimum Wage

In１９８７，minimum wage in trade sector placed the highest rank（Table６），while in

industrial sector, although the figure was increased, but the growth was very slow. In

２００３，minimum wage in industrial sector was below another sector, except transporta-

tion and agricultural. It seemed that worker wage factor was still not being considered

by employer. It can be caused by the number of worker that were much higher com-

pared with the number of existing employment opportunity. As a result, a relatively

high turnover phenomenon was not being counted because it was too easy to find a

new worker.

Table ６ Minimum Wage Based on Economic Sector，１９８７－２００３（Rupiah）

Economic
Sector

１９８７ １９８８ １９８９ １９９０ １９９１ １９９２ １９９４ １９９５ １９９９＊ ２００３＊＊

Agricultural ４６．３６２ ５０．２６６ ６７．５３８ １００．５００ １３４．４７０ １４９．６９９ ２４０．４３９ ２４０．４３９ ２９０．１０３ ３３２．６６０

Mining １４５．９３７ １４６．０８１ １８５．１８７ ２１８．２４１ ３２１．７５０ ３６８．８０７ ４８７．２９９ ４８７．２９９ ５３６．１１７ ９５６．０１３

Industry ９８．６２７ １１５．７０１ １３０．２６３ １７１．９５７ １８６．０８６ １８７．８００ ２０６．９０７ ２０６．９０７ ３２５．０８３ ６８０．５０９

Electricity ８０．６０８ ８０．６０８ ９４．９９８ １０５．７５１ １３０．９９０ １５０．７８２ ２９５．５１４ ３２６．１４６ ３９８．７３４ ６１８．１４０

Construction ９６．３５６ ９６．２３６ １１９．９S２ ２２１．２４０ １７６．３３８ ２４７．３３６ １７２．８６５ １７２．８６５ ２４０．０４６１．０６７．３６８

Trade １５９．１４２ ２０９．３１３ ２１２．８９６ ２２７．６１１ ２５０．３４３ ３０５．０８０ ３２６．１４６ ３２６．１４６ ４０３．９１３１．０６２．４１４

Transportation １１５．５０９ １１５．５０９ １１７．６７８ １３３．６７１ １６８．８００ ２２３．１４５ ４６６．７５７ ４６６．７５７ ５０３．１００ ６８６．１００

Services ７１．５９７ １０２．１４６ １１２．０００ １５７．５８５ ２２３．２５２ ２３４．６８６ ２３４．６８３ ２３４．６８３ ２８９．３５７ ９１２．０２８

Source : Nota Keuangan dan RAPPN１９９８／１９９７
＊Average Regional Minimum Wage Sector-Regional in１０ Provinces（data from Depnaker）
＊＊Ministry of Manpower&Transmigration，２００５：Statistics of Manpower in Indonesia
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The low level of worker wage in industrial sector had strong linkage to the low

level of company profit. This condition was caused by the humble stock of product

competitiveness. Indonesian commodity which had proper competitive power only

reached about４２（１９９５），３３（１９９２），３８（１９９４），and４７（１９９５）（see Pradiptyo１９９

６）．It showed that there was no significant development in Indonesian industrial com-

petitiveness from year to year, although the government has been launching real sector

deregulation since１９８３．The slow growth of this competitiveness had strong impact to

producers’ revenue, which was in turn yielded difficulties in increasing worker wage

level.

If we compared the data to other countries, then the worker wage in industrial sec-

tor（manufacture）in Indonesia was relatively low in absolute number, accounted for US

＄６７６（１９８０），and increased to US＄１，０６５（１９９０），although the growth rate was sig-

nificant in the level of４．５５ percent. But this figure still became the lowest one

among NICs and ASEAN countries. Furthermore if compared with worker’s wage in

the same sector in Japan, which accounted for US＄２１，７８０（１９９０）．In NICs and

ASEAN circle, Singapore placed the highest record of worker wage in industrial manu-

facture sector with US＄７．８９２（１９９９），followed by Hongkong with US＄６．２６４ and

Taiwan with US＄５．９６３（Pasay，１９９５）．

From the information above it can be concluded the reasons why many Indonesian

workers interested for working abroad. It is because there are significant difference on

worker wage and the low level of employment opportunity in domestic area.

Meanwhile, the government has made effort to formulate policy of wage. This policy

was directed to protect worker objectives and simultaneously increasing their welfare.

That is the reason why the government had settled minimum wage policy which was

practice became compulsory to be done by employer based on wage rules that has

been settled.

Wage Policy

There are four interconnected side which formulate the minimum wage rate. Those

are ; Department Tenaga Kerja ; FSPSI ; Dewan Pengupahan Nasional, which is built

by experts, practitioners, and other individuals, act independently to give advice to the

government, and last one is APINDO. FSPSI and APINDO act consecutively as dis-
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tributor of worker aspirations and employers representative. All of them has the duty

to evaluate current minimum wage level and decide whether existing wage level has to

be raised or not.

These days, we have at least four main factors, which are accounted by government

in regulating minimum wage level, those are：（１）The need of worker；（２）Prevailed

consumer price index in each region；（３）Company’s ability, and（４）Macroeconomics

development in each region.

From worker’s interest, there are at least two components which dominated the de-

termination of minimum wage level, those are Minimum Physical Need（KFM），and

Minimum Life Need（KHM）．The final wage levels are taken from various elements

that exist in those components. Because of the differences in prices level and circum-

stances across the regions, therefore the determination of minimum wage level have to

be accorded with each region’s condition, then minimum wage level which had calcu-

lated all considerations above are commonly known as Regional Minimum Wage

（UMR）or Provinsial Minimum Wage（UMP）．

Accordance with this term, the determination of minimum wage based on minimum

physical needs（KFM）has fewer adequacies to cover non-physical one. At the other

hand the determination of wage level based on minimum life needs（KHM）contribute

major respect to the satisfaction of non-physical needs besides physical one. That is

why naturally wage determination is based on minimum life needs（KHM）．

FSPSI shows unanimous feeling to wage determination based on minimum physical

needs. This is caused by several factors, which are :

１．The ignorance of non-physical needs satisfaction which has strong relation with

physical one. Based by KFM, the components of transportation, recreation, medical,

education, etc, only counted for１５ percent from the total need

２．If recreation item were ignored, it will affect to the increase of labor productivity.

Theoretically, a worker will need some leisure time to gain some refreshment.

Thus, too little wage proportion allocated for education, considered as too small

and not conformable with human resources development policy

３．KFM principles have been regulated since３８ years ago without ever been re-

observed to find congruence with the development of Indonesian economy. For ex-
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ample, there were many things in KFM which are not suited with current eco-

nomics development．（See Kompas，９January１９９６）．

Based on those institutional, the government has been regulating new principles of

minimum wage determination based on minimum physical need（KHM）since１９９１，

which consider more realistic to the recent condition.

Realizing companies’ condition and development of macro economic, until now the

government still determinates minimum wage based on two components, KFM and

KHM. It means, companies that in fact have less ability to pay their employees based

on KHM are encouraged to pay minimum wage based on KFM. Then, companies

which are considered well enough to pay their employees based on KHM, must be en-

couraged to reach minimum wage standard based on KHM.

The Development of Wage Level

Based on consumer priee index（CPI）which is connected to inflation, government al-

ways evaluates current regional minimum wage level. The government adjusts the

UMR or UMP every year. Thus, even though inflation happens every year, the wealth

of workers are also expected to increase because the increase of UMR is being initi-

ated to be above the existing inflation. Except in the period of crisis in１９９８，when in-

flation level reached more than７０ percent.

Economic crisis, which has been occurred since the middle of１９９７，has shown ma-

jor impact to the development of wage level in Indonesia. In the year of１９９９，the

wage level had stayed far below KHM, it declined extremely, compared with the year

of１９９７．If in１９９７，there were some provinces which had UMR stayed above KHM

the condition were suddenly disappeared in the year of１９９９．High UMR counted in

nominal was not automatically making the wealth of employees rose. For example,

considering the condition in Batam. Even though UMR for this region was very high

compared with the others, but it existed below the prevail KHM. The condition above

surely had strong linkage with the living cost in each region. That was why workers’

UMR should be considered and related with KHM in the same period.

Even though the government has done non-stop monitoring to UMR and UMP im-

plementation, but in reality many companies pay worker wage below UMR. This con-
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Table ７ Comparison of Regional Minimum Wage（UMR），１９９６，１９９７，１９９９

No Region
１９９６ １９９７ １９９９－

UMR KHM
UMR/
KHM�％ UMR KHM

UMR/
KHM�￥ UMR KHM

UMR/
KHM�％

Ⅰ UMR＞１００％ KHM１９９６
１ D.I Aceh １５．０００ ０２．９５０ １１２ ２８．０００ １５２９３ １１１ ７１０００ ００．６８８ ５８．６７
２ South Sumatera ３８０X３０ ２２．０６０ １１３ ５１０００ ３２．５５７ １１４ １０．０００ －
３ West Sumatera ０８．０００ ０４．００３ １０４ １９．０００ １４．３７２ １０４ ６０．０００ －
４ South Kalimantan １４．０００ ０８．７５０ １０５ ２５．０００ １８．３３８ １０５ ６８．０００ ７７．６２２ ５９．７９
Ⅱ MR＞９０－１００％ KHM１９９８
５ Riau

−Outsioe ３９．０００ ４９．４２２ ９２ ５１．０００ ５８８９３ ８７ ４２．０００ ８６６５３ ８４．４２
Batam

−Batam ００．５００ ２３．５０３ ９９ ３５．０００ ３８９５０ ９８
６ Jambi ０８０００ ０２．５９３ ９０ １９．２００ ３０．１８０ ９２
７ South Sumatera １５．５００ ２５６９６ ９２ ２７．５００ ３５８２８ ９４ １７．０００ １１．３６４ ２９．９１

−Bangka Belitung ３５．５００ ４０．６２５ ９６
８ Lampung

９ OKI Jakarta １４．０００ ２５．４９３ ９１ ２６．０００ ３２．３９５ ９５ ６０．０００
１０ West Java ７３．３４９ １００ ３１０００ １１３８４ ７５．７９

−Region Ⅰ ５０．０００ ６０．５０８ ９７ ７２．５００
−Region Ⅱ ５８０００ ５５０７３ １０１ ７２５００ ７０３４１ １０１ ０８．７５０ ３７．８７３ ５２．７８
−Region Ⅲ ４２５００ ４８．９９７ ９６ ５７．５００ ６２．２５８ ９７ ６１．６７
−Region Ⅳ ３２．０００ ３６．６０３ ９７ ４５．５００ ４７．９４１ ９８

１１ East Java

−Region Ⅰ ２９．０００ ３３．３６０ ９４ ３９．０００ ４２６９５ ９７
−Region Ⅱ ２０．０００ １８．５１７ １０１ ３２．５００ ３０J４５ １０２ ７２．０００
−Region Ⅲ １７０００ １７．４９５ １００ ２７５００ ２８．４１０ ９９
−Region Ⅳ １１．０００ １６．８５９ ９５ ２１．０００ ２５６２３ ９６
−Region Ⅴ ０８０００ １４．２３８ ９５ １６．５００ ２０．９３５ ９７

１２ Central Java ０５．０００ １１．０２３ ９５
１３ Bali ０２．０００ １２．１７８ ９１ １３０００ ２３１１５ ９２
１４ South East Sulawesi ２７．５００ ２８．６４５ ９９ ４１．５００ ４１３８１ １００ ７６．５００
１５ BengKulu ６０５００ ２２．０４０ ９０ ２１０００ ３０．６４４ ９３ ６０．０００
１６ East Kalimantan １５．５００ ２３．１４１ ９４ ２７．５００ ３２．３７７ ９６ ５００００
１７ West Nusa Tenggara ３８．０００ ５０．６６４ ９２ ５３．０００ ６２．７１７ ９４ ９４．０００

９７．５００ ０１．５４６ ９６ ０８．０００ ０８６５４ ９９ ４５．０００
Ⅲ UMR＞９０％ KHM１９９６０１
１８ Yogyakarta ９６．０００１１０．９５９ ８７１０６．０００１１９．２８１ ８９１３０．０００
１９ West Kalimantan １１４．０００１２９．８２８ ８８１２６．５００１３７．６１８ ９２ １７５０００
２０ Central Kalimantan １２４．５００１６０．４３７ ７８ ３８．０００ １６２２０２ ８５１９５．０００
２１ Maluku １２３．０００１６０．４３７ ８５ ３６．０００１５４．２５９ ８８ １６００００
２２ East Nusa Tenggara ９６．０００１４５．５２７ ７２ ０６．５００１３４．７４１ ７９１４３．０００
２３ North Sulawesi １０８．０００１３２．７５０ ７６ １８．０００１２６．４５６ ９３１５５．０００
２４ South Sulawesi １０２．０００１２７．７５０ ８０ １２．５００１２９．２９１ ８７１４８．０００
２５ Central Sulawesi ８６０００１１５．５６９ ８３ ０６．５００ １２３６５８ ８６ １５００００
２６ Irian Jaya / Papua １５４．５００１７９．５５１ ８６ ７０．０００１９３．７８９ ８８２２５．０００
２７ East Timor １２６．０００１６６．５５４ ７６ ３８．０００ １７１５６１ ８０

Sourcss : Keputusan Pemerintah, Wednesday, January２２，１９９７
DPPN, Departemen Tenaga Kerja Rl, Depnaker ２００１
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dition often triggers unanimous feeling of the workers. Even less in the condition of

endurable economic crisis. The employer always argueing that company’s revenue will

not count for covering the raise of employee wage. Following the economic crisis and

the reformation era in Indonesia in１９９８，the wage condition was becoming better than

before. Table８ presents that in２００５ many provinces had already reached１００％ KHM

for their UMR/UMP.

Table ８ UMR and KHM in ２００５

No Province UMR（Rp） KHM（Rp） Persen（％）
１ NANGROACEH D. ６２０，０００ ６１９，８７６ １００．０２
２ SUMUT ６００，０００ － －
３ SUMBAR ５４０，０００ ５０１，３１５ １０７．７２
４ RIAU ５５１，５００ ５５１，４９８ １００．００
５ KEPULAUANRIAU ５５７，０００ － －
６ JAMBI ４８５，０００ ４９５，２４２ ９７．９３
７ SUMSEL ５０３，７００ ４９５，２４２ １０１．７１
８ BANGKABELITUNG ５６０，０００ ６９０，０００ ８１．１６
９ BENGKULU ４３０，０００ ４８０，０００ ８９．５８
１０ LAMPUNG ４０５，０００ ３９６，４５６ １０２．１６
１１ JAWABARAT ４０８，２６０ － －
１２ JAWATENGAH ３９０，０００ ４０５，２８２ ９６．２３
１３ JAWATIMUR ３４０，０００ － －
１４ D.K.IJAKARTA ７７１，８４３ ７５９，９５３ ９３．６７
１５ BANTEN ５８５，０００ ５８５，０００ １００．００
１６ D.I.YOGYAKARTA ４００，０００ ３９９，９６４ １００．０１
１７ BALI ４４７，５００ ４４７，５００ １００．００
１８ KALBAR ４４５，２００ ４８２，２５０ ９２．３２
１９ KALTENG ５２３，６９８ ５５３，３７６ ９４．６４
２０ KALTIM ６００，０００ ５９７，８７８ １００．３５
２１ KALSEL ５３６，３００ ５０３，７７５ １０６．４６
２２ N.T.T. ４５０，０００ ４０２，９８９ １１１．６７
２３ N.T.B. ４７５，０００ ５２６，０４０ ９０．３０
２４ MALUKU ５００，０００ － －
２５ MALUKUUTARA ４４０，０００ － －
２６ GORONTALO ４３５，０００ ５３１，５００ ８１．８４
２７ SULUT ６００，０００ － －
２８ SULSEL ５１０，０００ ５０５，０００ １００．９９
２９ SULTENG ４５０，０００ － －
３０ SULTRA ４９８，６００ ４９８，６００ １００．００
３１ PAPUA ７００，０００ ７６９，０５０ ９１．０２

Source : Ministry of Manpower & Transmigration
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Issues in the Minimum Wage Standard Implementation

The obstacle of implementing UMR or UMP could be seen from two sides, which

are employers’ side and workers’ side. From workers’ side, obstacle to implement

UMR covers for :

１．Less understanding about worker function as working partner. In this case, workers

are still seen as production factor, which their cost must be pressed as much as

possible. It happened because of improper implementation of Paneasila’s Labor Re-

lations or HIP. Compared with that fact, workers often said that their wage only

cover for１５－２０ percent from total production cost, so the demand of wage rise

to Rp７．０００，００ per day is proper. At least, in order to run the framework of in-

creasing worker productivity and strengthen worker function as working partner,

worker wage must be given as what government regulated, that is２６ days work

multiply with UMR. Besides, in order to raise workers and their family wealth,

incentives should be added to workers revenue. For example, regulated UMR in

D.I Yogyakarta reached for about Rp４．１００ per day, and in the end of month,

worker at least receive RP１０６．０００ plus Rp１６．０００ as bonus/incentive per month

（which are４ days bonus as holiday/Sunday），so total revenue per month ac-

counted for Rp１２２．０００．

２．The listless condition of companies. This condition could have linkage with the de-

cline of business trend, or because of significant increase in production cost, espe-

cially because of the present of retributions, either legal or illegal ones.

From employees’ interest, obstacles in UMR implementation are caused by :

１．Low level of worker productivity, is counted for an average Rp１１４．９８６ per

worker per month. For manufacture industries, its productivity reached for around

Rp２４１．３０４ per worker per month, in the period of１９９０．This case has strong

linkage with low level of worker education in this sector, worker class who have

not finished and finished only primary level are counted for７０ percent. The fig-

ure for worker’s skill is not so different with the worker’s education figure.

２．Unbalanced work force structure compared with the demand. Too much supply of

work force compared with existing employment, automatically lower worker price

or received wage.
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Concluding Remarks

Wage policy as the foundation of employee-employer relationship has to be re-

observed, because of the significant amount of workers which have not find their

UMR conformably, whether with KFM and even less with KHM. Therefore, the deter-

minations of minimum wage at least have to cover：（１）Output or productivity, which

are resulted from company’s, profit；（２）Working period ; and（３）Proper life assur-

ance.

Commonly, the increase of minimum wage must be evaluated and conformed to the

development of national, and regional economies. In this case, slow movement of mini-

mum wage in industrial sector need to be evaluated, remembering that the efforts for

encouraging export are not solely rely on oil and gas sectors, but also to non-oil and

gas ones which are supported by industrialization.

Established industrial sectors have to concern more about the workers’ wage. Be-

cause it will affect labor market. Industrialization will strictly select only for qualified

workers. When it comes, total number of industrial sector’s workers will be very lim-

ited and automatically lead to high wage level. Later on, the prices of manufacture

goods will become more expensive. Therefore wage must be calculated carefully. Be-

sides it has strong linkage with productivity and output quality, it also become main

consideration to encourage competitive advantages. The last but not least, the worker’s

wage itself can be seen as key factor in continuous and successful business’ efforts

and business’ developments.
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